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By Derek Hoy designed a cooler that will shoot out cans to the consumer. Hoy’s product has been shown on the “Tonight Show with Jay Leno” and on Fox Network’s “American Huntress,” and at least 180 are being featured on HGTV’s holiday gift guide this year.

“Cooler Cannon” upgrades tagline, shoots beverages

Derek Hoy designed a cooler that will shoot out cans to the consumer. Hoy’s product has been shown on the “Tonight Show with Jay Leno” and on Fox Network’s “American Huntress,” and at least 180 are being featured on HGTV’s holiday gift guide this year.

“When he first told me about it, I said ‘Where can I get one? When I first saw it, I thought it was awesome. I can’t wait to see one with an Iowa State logo on the side of it.”

Mike Ludwig
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Bill Bryson finds delight in the minutiae of travel and the subtleties of culture. He has chronicled his newest book, *A Walk in the Woods*, will be available at the bookstores this week. His memoir of growing up in Des Moines is *One Summer: America, 1927*, will be available at the bookstores this week. His newest book, *A Walk in the Woods*, will be available at the bookstores this week.

The Iowa State Daily is published every day except Sunday. In a Sunburned Country

Everything from hiking the Appalachian Trail in Ultra-Comfortable! and special week for everybody on campus throw accolades at Students for Progressive Christianity

The last week of school is coming up for Seniors. They've been coming to the Alumni Center. All bar deals will be available.
Professor aids in discovering Kepler-56

Misaligned solar system is first of its kind to be found, analyzed

By Natalie Whitis

Steven Kawaler, professor of physics and astronomy, has recently contributed to the discovery of a new kind of misaligned solar system named Kepler-56, a red giant star orbited by three planets – two small inner planets and one massive outer planet. The planets do not orbit in the same plane, like the planets of the solar system, but rather in a disc, said Massimo Franzotti, professor of physics and astronomy.

Franzotti remembers that it was born at the University of California. A red giant star is one that has burned most of its hydrogen and helium and is expanding, resulting in its temperature dropping and its outer layers cooling. When a planet orbits a red giant star, it blocks some of the star’s light. Researchers use this to detect the mass of that planet by observing how the star’s light dimmed as the planet passed in front of it. The team had access to large telescopes in Hawaii.

While writing a paper on the solar system, Franzotti found other papers that explained the tilt of the planet’s orbit. Computer models have shown that a massive outer planet can tilt fibers and orbits well maintained.

“Other members of the team had access to large telescopes in Hawaii. They found the massive outer planet by observing how the light of the star changed as the planet passed in front of it. They used this to detect the mass of the planet,” Franzotti said.

When a planet orbits a star, it blocks some of the light from that star. We can usually observe this only when the star’s equator is facing Earth, because most planets orbit around the star’s equator. But in this case, the team detected the two smaller planets with this method.

“Steven Kawaler, professor of physics and astronomy, is a big fat planet that’s really close to the star, and in this case they’re little tiny planets.”
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When a planet orbits a star, it blocks some of the light from that star. We can usually observe this only when the star’s equator is facing Earth, because most planets orbit around the star’s equator. But in this case, the team detected the two smaller planets with this method.
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A new English 250 class for members of the LGBTQ community or allies will be offered as of next semester. This class will be a part of the LGBTQ potential learning community and will have a similar curriculum to the other English 250 classes. To register for the learning community, students must type in the reference number for English 250 section 3299560. Once a student has the reference number, they can then type in the reference number 2051210 before they sign up for the learning community. If a student doesn’t type in the reference number first, they will not be able to sign up for the class. The TM section of English 250 is the only class offered through the LGBTQ learning community for next semester.

Aune said learning communities have to have some outside link to the material. The class will partner with the LGBTQ Student Services office and will attend Out 2 Lunch sessions that have been set up by Brad Frederiksen the LGBTSS coordinator. Aune said learning communities carry on through students’ four years at Iowa State. Jaekel is the assistant director of ISU communication foundation courses and the director of a list of curriculum work. She started thinking about having the LGBTQ-based English 250 course last year. Jaekel said at no point was there a struggle when she was proposing the idea. “I hope that this is with increased visibility and with increased partnership work that the (LGBTQ office) does and that many of us do to make this less of a stigmatizing topic,” Jaekel said.

Aune said she would love to see learning communities carry on through all of our students’ four years at Iowa State. Jaekel is the assistant director of ISU communication foundation courses and the director of a list of curriculum work. She started thinking about having the LGBTQ-based English 250 course last year. Jaekel said at no point was there a struggle when she was proposing the idea. “I hope that this is with increased visibility and with increased partnership work that the (LGBTQ office) does and that many of us do to make this less of a stigmatizing topic,” Jaekel said.
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Iowa State also put itself in the hole early and couldn’t manage to climb all the way out as they lost to Oklahoma State 58-27 on Saturday at Jack Trice Stadium.

Injuries and penalties combined to doom the Cyclones to an 11-play, 54-yard drive that resulted in Bundrage’s 20-yard touchdown catch.

The Cyclones turned the ball over, you can’t have mistakes, you can’t turn the ball over, you can’t have those type of penalties, you can’t make those type of mistakes, you can’t make those things happen. After the scoring driver, Iowa State couldn’t recreate the group could not stop the ISU quarterback Sam Richardson for the second quarter and allowed Oklahoma State to score 24 unanswerable points, effectively putting a win out of reach.

After Richardson left the game due to an upper back injury near the beginning of the second quarter with the score 28-14 in favor of Oklahoma State, the ISU offense turned to Rohach, the redshirt freshman quarterback who led the Oklahoma State’s Josh Gilbert re- sulted in a touchdown.

The DJU offense was finally sparked by a 50-yard pass from quarterback Sam Richardson to tight end J.L. Hrubiec. The drive culminated in a 22-yard touchdown catch to Quentin Bundrage, and the Cyclones began to find a foot- ball rhythm.

“We had an atrocious start and then between Sam and Grant (Rohach) and doing some things,” said ISU coach Paul Rhoads. “We are in passing the game are throwing accu- racy balls and catching them. We started doing those things when we scored the three touchdowns.”

After Richardson left the game due to an upper back injury near the beginning of the second quarter with the score 28-14 in favor of Oklahoma State, the ISU offense turned to Rohach, the redshirt freshman quarterback who led the

The Cowboys (3-6, 0-4 Big 12) dug themselves into a 21-0 hole early and couldn’t escape to climb all the way out as they lost to Oklahoma State 58-27 on Saturday at Jack Trice Stadium.

Iowa State was at a 2-13 disadvantage last ten minutes into the game including an intercep- tion thrown by Sam Richardson to Oklahoma State’s Justin Gilbert re- sulting in a touchdown.

The DJU offense was finally sparked by a 50-yard pass from quarterback Sam Richardson to tight end J.L. Hrubiec. The drive culminated in a 22-yard touchdown catch to Quentin Bundrage, and the Cyclones began to find a foot- ball rhythm.

“We had an atrocious start and then between Sam and Grant (Rohach) and doing some things,” said ISU coach Paul Rhoads. “We are in passing the game are throwing accu- racy balls and catching them. We started doing those things when we scored the three touchdowns.”
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ISU servers come up big in sweep of Texas Christian

By Jared Stansbury
@isuuniversitydaily.com

Iowa State servers came through big in Saturday’s game against the Horned Frogs, combining to get 21 of Iowa State’s 25 points in the match and helping the Cyclones (11-2-1, 3-1-0 CSHL) secure a 4-3 win over Ohio (8-3-1, 1-0-0 CSHL). Murdoch said. “They once again gave us the opportunity to win.”

The fourth line of the Cyclones (6-6-2 Big 12) was a major contributor as they scored three of the team’s four goals. Murdoch said. “It really came out in that particular serving night.”

Senior forward Jon Antonsen was one of the big offensive bright spots from night to night as the Bobcats (13-9, 2-6 Big 12). Kristen Hahn had a career-high four aces in the match against TCU while Tory Knuth, who led the Big 12 in aces last season with 44, had a season-high 13 aces in the match against the Horned Frogs (12-5, 2-6 Big 12). Kristen Hahn had a career-high four aces in the match against TCU while Tory Knuth, who led the Big 12 in aces last season with 44, had a season-high 13 aces in the match against the Horned Frogs.

Hahn finished the match with 16 digs, which made for “the fifth-straight match where she has had 10 or more digs. She struggled a little bit, however, having just two digs in the first set. She turned the tables and added six more in the second set and eight in the third set.”

Iowa State was able to get behind a dominant serving night from the Iowa State servers, including the game winner. Senior forward Jon Antonsen gave a great performance en route to a 3-0 sweep of Texas Christian Saturday to watch the Cyclones.

The fourth line of the Cyclones (6-6-2 Big 12) was a major contributor as they scored three of the team’s four goals.

Senior forward Jon Antonsen was one of the big offensive bright spots from night to night as the Bobcats (13-9, 2-6 Big 12). Kristen Hahn had a career-high four aces in the match against TCU while Tory Knuth, who led the Big 12 in aces last season with 44, had a season-high 13 aces in the match against the Horned Frogs. Kristen Hahn had a career-high four aces in the match against TCU while Tory Knuth, who led the Big 12 in aces last season with 44, had a season-high 13 aces in the match against the Horned Frogs.

Hahn finished the match with 16 digs, which made for “the fifth-straight match where she has had 10 or more digs. She struggled a little bit, however, having just two digs in the first set. She turned the tables and added six more in the second set and eight in the third set.”

Iowa State was able to get behind a dominant serving night from the Iowa State servers, including the game winner. Senior forward Jon Antonsen gave a great performance en route to a 3-0 sweep of Texas Christian Saturday to watch the Cyclones.
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Redshirt Junior Spencer Thornton tackles the OSU return man after he fumbled and recouped the ball during Iowa State’s 58-27 loss to Oklahoma State at Jack Trice Stadium on Saturday.

Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Redshirt senior Jeff Woody scored a touchdown in the fourth quarter of the game against Oklahoma State on Saturday. The Cowboys defeated the Cyclones with a final score of 58-27.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
An ISU student bonds with family over Cyclone Family Trivia in the Cardinal Room at the Memorial Union during Friday’s Family Weekend activities.

Nur Turya/Alia/Cowan State Daily
Redshirt freshman Grant Rohach gets sacked during Iowa State’s 58-27 loss to Oklahoma State at Jack Trice Stadium on Saturday. Rohach was sacked twice during the game.

Avery Ivey/Alia/Cowan State Daily
Families of ISU students work on the various crafts offered at the Workspace during Family Weekend on Saturday.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Kayla Halvorson, sophomore in animal science, comments on the pendant her dad Scott has made as she works on decorating a skull. Pennants, jewelry, buttons and magnets, along with the regular monthly craft, were available at the Workspace.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Christine Eckert, sophomore in food science, and her sister Melissa decorate skulls at the Workspace. The studio, located in the Memorial Union, held a family weekend open house, where families could come down and create different crafts.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Sherrieha Michele (right) comments on the craft her son Dwayne, sophomore in engineering (middle), is working on, as Kayla Werner, freshman in animal ecology, looks on.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
An ISU student bonds with family during Cyclone Family Trivia at the Waterloo Center. The event was part of the Family Weekend activities.

Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Redshirt sophomore running back DeVondrick Nealy scored a touchdown in the second quarter after flipping over an Oklahoma State defensive player on Saturday.
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Horoscope by Linda Black

Today's Birthday
1936/1943 Today is a 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

Today is 9 -- You'll find it easier to balance romance with career. Start by working on projects you love. Involve a partner to take it farther, and dramatically increase the fun level by keeping practicing and trying new things. Just go play.

From rehearsals to receptions, and everything in-between, we've got your nuptial needs covered. A special wedding edition of the newspaper that runs on the last Wednesday of every month. The section features unique wedding ideas, tips and trends.

Relax... can handle it.

1 Forget where one island near Tahiti meaning “ultra”... 2 Opposites attract even more so now... 3 Find a way to share resources with a partner... 4 Put back to zero... 5 Get your intuition... 6 Grill over with your partner for more with less... 7 Slangy prefix for her period... 8 It may look like an uphill kind of day... 9 As a hose... 10 Sports having... 11 Novel on a small witness... 12 “Falstaff” was his nickname... 13 Wipe clean... 14 Function... 15 Multiple Grammy-winner... 16 Earth chopper... 17 Vivacity... 18 Tax pro: Abbr... 19 Changing... 20 Male sibs... 21 Kadett automaker... 22 Cyclades island... 23 Vintner’s prefix... 24 Nothing to write on... 25 Make... 26 Athenian walkway... 27 Quick-on-the-up... 28 Otherwise... 29 Opposite of NNW... 30 Bedframe part... 31 Close associates... 32 Used-up pencils... 33 Carton-cushioning... 34 Take by force... 35 Tampa Bay NFLer... 36 RR stop... 37 Latin being... 38 Latin love word... 39 Tombstone destination... 40 Muslim pilgrim’s... 41 Used-up pencils... 42 Athenian walkway... 43 Quick-on-the-up... 44 Put back to zero... 45 Discern... 46 Take by force... 47 Latin being... 48 Latin love word... 49 Underlying reason... 50 Relatives... 51 Facebook notes... 52 Mrs. Eisenhower... 53 Snide smile... 54 Put back to zero... 55 Orator’s place... 56 Vivacity... 57 Fitzgerald of jazz... 58 Earth chopper... 59 Earth chopper... 60 Bedframe part... 61 Notes after dos... 62 Pop singer Spector... 63 Pedro’s eye... 64 Function... 65 Kadett automaker... 66 Carton-cushioning... 67 Latin being... 68 Latin love word... 69 Orator’s place... 70 Copying • Business Services • Graphic Design • Self Serve Computing • Business Cards... 71 Ballesteros... 72 Golf great... 73 Pedro’s eye... 74 Kadett automaker... 75 Kadett automaker... 76 Kadett automaker... 77 Kadett automaker... 78 Kadett automaker... 79 Kadett automaker... 80 Kadett automaker... 81 Kadett automaker... 82 Kadett automaker... 83 Kadett automaker... 84 Kadett automaker... 85 Kadett automaker... 86 Kadett automaker... 87 Kadett automaker... 88 Kadett automaker... 89 Kadett automaker... 90 Kadett automaker... 91 Kadett automaker... 92 Kadett automaker... 93 Kadett automaker... 94 Kadett automaker... 95 Kadett automaker... 96 Kadett automaker... 97 Kadett automaker... 98 Kadett automaker... 99 Kadett automaker... 100 Kadett automaker... 101 Kadett automaker... 102 Kadett automaker... 103 Kadett automaker... 104 Kadett automaker... 105 Kadett automaker...